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Dear Enthusiast
I’ll start with the very sad
news that John Haige has
passed away this month. He’d
been battling with cancer for a
while and finally died peacefully in his sleep. Always very
cheerful and friendly, John
was the original “Petrolhead”.
Four wheels, two wheels or
two wings he was happy on
the ground or in the air being
an avid microlight fan as well
as a Lotus aficionado. He
had a rather unconventional
send off in a wicker casket on
a side-car rig. Howard, Simon
and Chris flew the flag for
NKLG with a small Lotus entourage. Our condolences
must go to Jill and the family.
A lovely guy - who’ll be sadly
missed.
We had a great time at the
Classic Le Mans. Roger &
Chrissie, Ian & Heather and
Sue and me enjoyed the twoyearly spectacle with lots of
stuff to see.

We saw Simon’s Elite on the
Club Lotus area but didn’t
bump into him although we
did bump into Andrew and
Debbie intently absorbing one

Rock, apparently due to
(yawn) Health & Safety reasons.
Up and coming events include
the Lotus festival at Brands,
the Bexhill 100 on Bank Holiday Monday and the Midweek
Run. The Brands Hatch festival is always worth a visit and
John P will be providing free
(or reduced) entry tickets for
display on the NKLG stand.
The cost will depend on the
available free tickets being
shared between members.
The Bexhill show is being
overseen by Vaughn and you
will need to email him if you
want to go and Midweek Run
participants will need to assemble at the Moat at
Wrotham Heath at 9.30. This
will include a traditional coffee
stop and pub lunch.
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of the GT40 “era” rounds on
the Saturday evening. Their
historic GT40 is still undergoing extensive restoration so
should be a thing of beauty
once it’s finished and it’d be
great to see it on a club night
when it is finally done. I was
chatting to Debbie and she
said that these days they tend
to frequent the Surrey Group
meeting as it’s closer for
them. Whilst chatting, Debbie
also renewed their offer of an
afternoon having a go of the
simulator that Andrew has
had constructed using a Europa. We must go. Discussion
for club night, I think - I must
say it would make a change
from either sitting in field or
eating.

One other event to mention is
the Edenbridge Motor Show
on 14th September. John P
wants to know if anybody is
keen to participate - so please
have a chat with him on Club
Night.

And to prove what a small
world it is, on the way back
coming through Rouen (which
is a nightmare at the moment
with a tunnel still closed) Andy B, in France for his company, was frantically waving
to us coming the other way. I
was oblivious of his actions probably concentrating on the
traffic but a later text message from him highlighted my
lack of observation!

And talking of which, the July
night saw a good Summer

The Plough
Brands Hatch

The Anniversary Meal at the
London Golf Club has come
and gone and although we
didn’t attend, I’m sure a full
report and pics will be included in the August letter. I hope
a good time was had by all.
Next club night is on 13th August, so see you there.

John

BEXHILL 100 CAR SHOW

ROLLING EVENTS DIARY

London Golf

I must say there was a lot of
interest shown in the new
MG3 I’ve recently bought as a
workhorse runabout. Fast approaching 2k miles covered
so far and I’ve got to say I’m
pleased with it. It’s no rocket
ship and low to midrange
power is dull - but on twisty B
roads it’s a hoot. It’s fulfilling
everything we wanted from it.
It has all the extras you could
imagine, build quality seems
pretty good and best of all is
it’s cheap!

Please note that Vaughn has just
received his invitation to this
event. Please contact Vaughn at
vaughn.rackham@btinternet.com
if you wish to attend. Vaughn will
then arrange parking arrangements with the organisers. All reports in the past have been very
good and it is a most interesting
event which has been followed by
a Pub meal at Catfield.
Kind regards
John Potts

Vaughn has supplied a writeup for the Barbecue, which is
over the page and thanks
must go to all those involved
with organising it - not least
for hurriedly needing to switch
the venue back to the White
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turnout with plenty of Loti in
the car park.
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The NKLG BBQ – A Different Perspective

After all the problems this year’s BBQ again seemed to be a
success and the sun shone all afternoon.

Planning this year’s NKLG BBQ has been fraught with difficulties, firstly the last minute Health and Safety issues raised by
the management of the Plough had put this year’s occasion in
jeopardy, secondly where could it be held at such short notice?
Thankfully, Frank the publican of the White Rock came to the
rescue and welcomed NKLG with open arms and I feel not
many publicans would have done that.John Underhay had telephoned me a few days earlier to tell me about the change of
venue and asked me to help out on the day.
Blissfully unaware of the true meaning of “helping out” Diana
and I arrived, for me to be asked to assist Howard do the cooking – Help!
Thankfully the BBQ facilities at the White Rock are excellent,
although it gets rather hot inside the sauna - sorry “BBQ hut”
and Frank, no doubt worrying about the risks to his establishment pointed out the location of the fire extinguishers.

Both Diana and I enjoyed the event and send thanks to all the
NKLG members who did the organisation, food shopping and
preparation – and Howard who put up with me.

All was well as Howard knew what he was doing, thank goodness and my job was to fetch and carry, check the timing of individual portions and plate up the orders – that should be
simple enough!

Fancy having a go yourself next year????

Vaughn

Having a BBQ at home is simple but cooking for 33 people is
not and it needed concentration to make sure all the food was
thoroughly cooked. Thankfully participants did not all demand
their food at the same time – I wonder just how restaurants
manage to do that.
Finally the last order was being prepared (John Underhay’s)
and “panic” where was the last sausage? - but that is another
story.

John, I was pass-

ing this garage in
East Sussex and I
saw this so I turned
around and stopped.
This is a Lotus 7 that
has done 4,500 miles
since 1959. All those
miles have been in
competitions.

The garage owner owns this and a 911S
this car was his fathers and he will try to
enter it into
the Brighton speed
trails this
year.
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He told me he has an Élan diff for sale if
anyone is interested. Terry

